RUNNING A LARGE HOUSE FOR NOW
Jess Baines, a writer, attended the International Artists’ Workshop
at Braziers in 2006 and produced a serio-comic form of Research
Communications. The exerpts here are taken from her sympathetic
article in the BIAW catalogue.
After being at Braziers for a few days, Liz said she began thinking
about the ‘sheer amount of labour’ needed to run a place like this
effectively; maintenance of the buildings, productive use of the land,
feeding everyone. Be that the collective labour of an intentional
community, the organisers of the artists’ workshop or the volume and
workload of ‘service’ staff that would have been employed by precommunity gentry. Hosting the artists workshop provides revenue that
helps keep Braziers going and the all-female (I noticed) house team
provides the domestic labour that services it. They do it well, meals
appear on time, and everything is kept clean and orderly. However
around the Braziers estate, although there are areas that are clearly well
tended, one sees much that is ramshackle and unkempt and various half
started or abandoned projects; the skeleton of a poly-tunnel, apples
rotting in the grass, out of bounds out buildings wrapped in danger-tape
so old it no longer spells danger, a coach house full of junk… The
amount of things to be dealt with seems overwhelming.
Initially it’s hard to grasp what the community’s relationship to this
once grand house (a grade II listed building) – and its lands, might be,
except that it’s a beautiful place. One long standing Braziers member
(and ex resident) refers to it as a millstone; for others it has huge
symbolic value; for others still, it is, or was, home and if not that
precisely, steeped in personal associations. Not one of these relationships
to the place would necessarily take a traditional conservationist approach
to its care; after all community, family and ‘education’ are about people;
interacting and growth, not objects, and anyway with limited resources
there is only so much one, or a few, can do … One has to prioritise, work
out where energy is best spent, think about what’s important, plan for the
next group of visitors. The range of interests, investments, available
time, knowledge, skills and stamina that have to be considered, by
committee (of which there are several) make for a complex and drawn out
decision making process. And then there’s the doing of the eventual
thing decided, and doing of course often involves more decisions as new
information and problems become apparent. Decisions, that again, have
to be brought to a meeting.
Many of the jobs to be done require a level of skill and knowledge,
or at the very least some thought; how they are planned and carried out

now will have repercussions for Braziers community in the future, be it
next week or next decade. The place is, no doubt, littered with legacies.
Responsibility, sustainability; the environmentalist mantra, here at
Braziers comes inform the global to very, very local. However, in a
situation where conventional ideas about ‘the best person for the task’ are
questioned and people do things- albeit at times through necessity –
because they are willing rather than skilled (although they may be),
outcomes are less predictable. It’s not a job after all – although
confusingly some people are paid – it’s a commitment to process, a life
choice – for as long as you are here anyway. As in most groups that seek
to redefine knowledge within a community, a potential weapon.
However, as elsewhere, at Braziers it seems that ignorance also has its
uses; as a form of resistance or refusal. To what precisely it is hard to say
but surely in general to choose ignorance is to refuse – to varying degrees
– responsibility and complexity? It must be tempting.
Henry, Lucy and Nick, the technicians employed by the Artists’
Workshop have been helping her [Liz]. She’s managing to get on top of
it all, which is good. It’s freed up loads of space and it looks great;
there’s something about stack art. It’s a shame that it’s half blocking the
entrance – means you have to squeeze round it a bit. It might have to be
dismantled and moved at some point. I hope Liz doesn’t have to do it.
Liz might not have time to finish the walnuts and anyway now
she’s got involved in the furniture have probably lost interest a bit, but it
doesn’t really matter; she’s shown initiative and joined into the spirit of
things, which is what counts. It’s not as though they’re going to waste;
no one else was going to be doing anything with them. As John, who told
me he’d like to die here says, it can be hard to keep the momentum going
in a place like this. In the dictionary in the Braziers’ library, (a 1939
edition of Webster’s Unabridged), the entry for momentum reads so:
force of motion acquired by a moving body as a result of the continuance
of its motions; impetus. Various artists have come to Braziers and felt
moved to help in some way. Liz’s sympathetic projects are more
gestural; she’s only here for a short time and there’s only so much one
can do. She is however going to print off 200 copies of the coach house
inventory

“Liz is working in the coach house. Presumably it was once where
horses and livery were kept, now it’s filled with tools that are in use and
furniture that isn’t; a piano, a wardrobe, an industrial sewing machine,
bedsteads and bed legs, an armchair, rusty radiators that work. Coach
house or garage, its funny how places designed to house modes of
transport become dumping grounds for stuff that goes nowhere. But
could do, might do, should do, was going to …” Jess Baines

THE LIST
These are 10 of the 201 items that were in the coach house Inventory:
British Standard code of practice for access and working scaffolds and special
structures in steel
1 jar Pink Fairy crab apple jelly
Wooden snooker cue (broken)
Decorative biscuit tin with assorted nails (no lid)
3’ plywood headboard
Selection of rope (used)
Net-tex professional foot rot shears
Normand Electrical wood-turning lathe (bench-mounted)
Rogers, London upright piano
2m length red felt with purple appliqué

